
FINAL ROUND
Underachiever no more, Tommy Wagner is now a Major champion.  When did it look like no 
one could beat Kurly Kunzman on his home course? All the way up to the final hole of the final 
round.  Then in a majestic Majors moment, Tommy Wagner stepped up and drained an 
unbelievable forty foot putt for birdie, for the UFC championship and for the ages.  From there 
it was just a short walk for the youngster to Schmute Cabin for the presentation of the Black 
Kirok Wig and the claiming of the trophy.

ROUND 5
Near repeat of 2013 UFC final group.  TWAGS has lost his lead to KK but will join W in the last 
grouping in tomorrow's final round.  RAF appears in the elite grouping for the second time in 
two years as his title defense is on the line. There were no highlights from round 5 per the 
tournament director. Except for KK's solo 67 which has triggered an official inquiry by the 
Justice Department.

 ROUND 4
The Jeffersons movin' on up the leaderboard.  Weezie Deener and Big Dan the Door Man 
climbed out of the basement and made a charge this morning carding a near record 62.  
Meanwhile on the other side of the island, MEL lost two balls, four putted and somehow moved 
significantly up the leaderboard.

ROUND 3
Flappy Steven Bowditch Paddles serves notice that he will indeed defend his title.  RAF and 
KK put on a chipping clinic in today's third round of the UFC.  A few dog bollocks drives did 
not deter their resolve.  Meanwhile in the Gobi Baked Colonoscopy event, Scary Clown made a 
12 on number 1.  BT3 and Big Dan were significantly not much better.  TWags still leads but 
the margin has shrunken (?) as W begins to loom.

ROUND 2
W makes his way up the leaderboard with a Colonoscopy round 75.  Meanwhile, TWAGS 
extends his lead as he and Apples Dillin shot 67 to blow away the entire field.  Note: The wind 
had not kicked up yet.

ROUND 1
Tommy TWags Wagner leads after the first round of the Unfrozen Caveman.  He holds onto a 
silm margin after carding a net 81 in his Goby Baked Lays solo round.  Perhaps more telling, 
PVT and the flashy MEL won the d
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